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STRATEGIC VISION FOR 2030 2

In 2017˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤community colleges embraced a Strategic Vision for 2030 , which focuses college efforts
around three major goals : expanding access to postsecondary credentials ; increasing transfer and
completion of associate degrees and certificates ; and improving alignment between college programs and
workforce needs .

A major function of the Strategic Vision for 2030 is the collection, analysis, and publication of data pertaining
to 35 short - term, mid - range, long - term, and follow - up metrics . The majority of these metrics have been in
place for years, making it possible to evaluate trends in student progress and outcomes . Others have been
added more recently to reflect current priorities and initiatives .

Statewide and district - level data are used to guide improvement efforts at community colleges across the
state . Statewide data are also shared with the Arizona Board of Regents, the Arizona Department of Education,
and ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤workforce development and business communities in order to assist in the improvement of
educational and economic pathways .

The Strategic Vision for 2030 , as well as a Technical Guide that provides detailed definitions of each metric,
can be found online at : www .arizonacommunitycolleges .org .

The Strategic Vision for 2030 builds upon the ̠̝̝̖̘̖̤̔Я
previous long - term plan, published in 2011, and
outlines how ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤ten community college districts
will continue to improve student outcomes, as well as
how the districts contribute to ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤broader
economic and educational goals . In particular, the
Strategic Vision for 2030 creates a framework for
reaching the Achieve 60 AZ goal that by 2030 , 60
percent of the Arizona working - age population will
hold a postsecondary credential .
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METRICS
The 2022 Strategic Vision Outcomes Report presents
data related to 35 short - term, mid - range, long - term,
and follow - up metrics . These data identify areas of
strength, as well as places where ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤
community colleges will need to focus their efforts in
order to expand access, increase transfer and
completion, and improve alignment with workforce
needs .
Short - term metrics correspond to enrollment rates,
cost measures, and training for high - demand
occupations .
Mid - range metrics examine student persistence
and success in the first two years of college .
Long - term metrics pertain to transfer and
completion rates .
Follow - up metrics examine student success after
departing the community college and may be
affected by economic forces, as well as the actions
of Arizona universities .

COHORTS
The 2022 Strategic Vision Outcomes Report tracks
several cohorts of students . Where possible, these
cohorts are disaggregated by IPEDS race/ethnicity
and IPEDSgender .
2019 and 2015 New Student Cohorts are used to
examine student persistence and success after two
and six years, respectively .
2019 and 2015 Credential - Seeking Sub - Cohorts ,
defined as cohort members who earned at least 12
credits by the end of their second year, are used for
some persistence and success measures .
Credential - seeking sub - cohorts provide a more
accurate gauge of student success, as they take into
account ̝̖̣̟̖̣̤̒Яdiverse education and training
goals .
2019- 20 Occupational Cohort , comprised of
students who exited a community college in 2019- 20
after completing 12 or more credits in a single CTE
program, is used in a follow - up metric related to
earning occupational credentials within one year .
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THE IMPACT OF COVID- 19 4

EFFECTSOF THEPANDEMIC IN STRATEGICVISION DATA
As it did across the country, the COVID- 19 pandemic hit ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤community colleges and community college
students hard, with already - vulnerable populations bearing the brunt of the impact . These effects show up in
Strategic Vision data for the first time in this 2022 report, which measures enrollment, progress, and success
rates through spring 2021.

Longer - term effects of the pandemic, such as those related to transfer or completion, are not yet apparent in
the data and may ultimately be masked by other trends, including the ̠̝̝̖̘̖̤̔Яquick pivot to virtual learning
and efforts to connect learners to wrap - around services that can help to ameliorate heightened food, housing,
and transportation insecurities . Nonetheless, ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤community colleges are redoubling efforts to expand
access, increase transfer and completion, and improve alignment between college programs and workforce
needs, focusing in particular on learners hardest hit by the COVID- 19pandemic and its aftermath .

Several statewide measures clearly illustrate the impact of the
pandemic, such as the 15 percent enrollment decline between the
2019- 20 and 2020 - 21 academic years (metric 1), or the 5
percentage - point drop in fall - to - fall persistence over that same
time period (metric 19) . Perhaps most striking is a 20 percent
decrease in the number of unduplicated credential recipients
between 2020 and 2021 (metric 21; see chart to right) . These
measures paint a striking portrait of the near - term effects of the
pandemic on ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤community college students .

Strategic Vision data also point to the ways in which the COVID-
19 pandemic exacerbated societal and educational inequities ,
with Pell recipients, learners enrolled in developmental courses,
males, and those from races and ethnicities historically
underserved in higher education enrolling, persisting, and passing
courses at lower rates than in previous years .
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Expand Access: 

Short - Term Metrics
Metrics 1 and 2: 

FTSE and Total Enrollment

Total and full - time student equivalent (FTSE)enrollment at Arizona
Western College (AWC) were profoundly impacted by the COVID-
19 pandemic, dropping 17and 15 percent, respectively, from 2019-
20 to 2020 - 21. Following national trends, enrollment losses were
concentrated among the most vulnerable, including low - income
learners and those enrolled in developmental courses .
Sixty- one percent of AWC learners are female, compared to 59
percent nationally, and AWC enrolls a substantially higher
percentage of Hispanic/ LatinX (71%) learners than the national
average (27%).¹
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Metric 5: Enrollment of 
Historically Underserved Populations

Despite the pandemic, the percentage of Arizona
Western College students who are members of an
historically underserved racial/ethnic group
remained at 79 percent in 2020 - 21. The pandemic
had a greater impact on low - income students,
however ; enrollment of Pell recipients dropped nine
percent in 2020 - 21, although at 40 percent it is still
higher than the national average (38%). However,
AWC enrolls far fewer adult learners than the
national average (31%).¹

Expand Access:                                                
Short - Term Metrics 6

Metrics 3 and 4:  Enrollment of 
ABE/GED and Dual Credit Learners

The COVID- 19 pandemic had a substantial impact
on enrollment in Adult Basic Education (ABE) and
General Educational Development (GED) courses :
the number of ABE/GED learners dropped to zero in
2020 - 21. Total annual enrollment of high school
learners in dual credit courses also dropped 14
percent to 786 . These programs are essential in
expanding access to Arizona Western College for
both high school students and returning adult
learners .
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Metric 7: 
Community College - Going Rate

˲̈˴Я c̤ommunity college - going rate dropped
following the COVID- 19 pandemic, falling 11percent in
a single year . However, the percentage of Yuma and
La Paz County high school graduates who enroll at
AWC within one year is still substantially higher than
statewide (22%) and national (20%)¹ averages .
˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤community colleges will continue to work
with the Arizona Department of Education and the
Board of Regents to improve college - going across the
state .
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Expand Access: 

Short - Term Metrics
Metric 6: Percent of Credit Hours 

Earned Via Alternative Times or Places

Long experienced in extending access to courses by
offering them at night, on the weekends, at skill
centers, or in online or hybrid formats, AWC was able
to quickly pivot to a predominately virtual learning
model when the COVID- 19 pandemic hit . Indeed, in
2020 - 21 only 14 percent of instruction occurred on
campus during the weekday ; 86 percent of all
student credit hours were earned online or in other
alternative times or places .
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Expand Access:                                                
Short - Term Metrics 8

Metric 8: Cost of Attendance as a 
Percentage of Median Household Income

Over the past two years, the relative cost of attending Arizona Western College dropped by four
percentage points . At just over $9,700 per year, the median net price of attending AWC is just 20 percent
of the median household income in Yuma and La Paz Counties .
This rate is three percentage points higher than the statewide number (17%), and while it is also higher
than the national comparison (13%), it is substantially lower than the cost of attending ˲̣̫̠̟̒̚Я̤public
universities (30%- 32%),² making Arizona Western College an excellent and affordable option for
postsecondary education and training .
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Expand Access: 

Mid - Range Metrics
Metric 9: Developmental Math

Course Success Rate

Over the past several years, success rates among learners enrolled in developmental math courses have
dropped substantially, although it is unclear if this decline is related to the pandemic . Indeed, only 57 percent of
student credit hours attempted in developmental math by ˲̈˴Я̤2019 New Student Cohort were successfully
completed (with a grade of A, B, C, or Pass), compared to 62 percent three years earlier . However, this rate is
higher than the statewide average (53%). As the chart on the left illustrates, at AWC females successfully
completed developmental math courses at a substantially higher rate than their male peers (63%, compared
to 49 %). Similar equity gaps are apparent when developmental course success rates are analyzed by race and
ethnicity (see chart on right) . In particular, Hispanic or LAtinX learners successfully completed developmental
math courses at a lower rate than their White peers, as well as learners of unknown race or ethnicity . Results
are not shown for races/ethnicities with Ns too small to report .
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Mid - Range Metrics 10

Metric 10: Developmental English/Reading
Course Success Rate

Developmental success rates among earners enrolled in developmental English or reading courses also
dropped over the past two years, and this drop may be related to the pandemic . Indeed, only 61 percent of
student credit hours attempted in developmental English or reading by ˲̈˴Я̤2019 New Student Cohort were
successfully completed (with a grade of A, B, C, or Pass), compared to 66 percent two years earlier . This rate is
six percentage points lower than the statewide average (67%). As the chart on the left illustrates, at AWC
females successfully completed developmental English or reading courses at a substantially higher rate than
their male peers (68 %, compared to 53%). Equity gaps are also apparent when developmental course success
rates are analyzed by race and ethnicity (see chart on right) . In particular, learners of unknown race or ethnicity
successfully completed developmental English or reading courses at lower rates than their Hispanic/ LatinX and
White peers . Results are not shown for races/ethnicities with Ns too small to report .
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Expand Access: 

Mid - Range Metrics
Metric 11: Success After

Developmental Math Rate

It is too early to assess the effects of the COVID- 19 pandemic on success after developmental math rates, as
the majority of learners in ˲̈˴Я̤2015 New Student Cohort who enrolled in developmental math courses did so
in the years preceding the pandemic . Indeed, after six years, 43 percent of developmental math learners in the
2015 New Student Cohort successfully completed a college - level math course Эa 13percent increase from the
preceding cohort . This rate is four percentage points higher than the statewide average (39%).
However, as the chart on the left illustrates, at AWC females are far more likely to succeed in college - level
math following developmental math courses than their male counterparts (48 %, compared to 37%). Notably, as
the chart on right shows, Hispanic/ LatinX learners successfully passed college - level math following
developmental math courses at a higher rate than their White peers . Results are not shown for
races/ethnicities with Ns too small to report .
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Metric 12: Success After
Developmental English/Reading Rate

It is similarly too early to assess the effects of the pandemic on success after developmental English/reading
rates, as the majority of learners in ˲̈˴Я̤2015 New Student Cohort who enrolled in developmental English or
reading courses did so in the years preceding the pandemic . Indeed, after six years, 53 percent of
developmental English or reading learners in the 2015 New Student Cohort successfully completed a college -
level English course . This rate is two percentage points lower than the statewide average (55 %).
As the chart on the left illustrates, at AWC females are far more likely to succeed in college - level English
following developmental courses than their male counterparts (60 %, compared to 45 %). Notably, as the chart
of the right shows, Hispanic/ LatinX students successfully passed college - level English following developmental
English or reading courses at a higher rate than the AWC average . Results are not shown for races/ethnicities
with Ns too small to report .
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Increase Transfer & Completion: 

Mid - Range Metrics
Metric 13: College - Level

Course Success Rate

Over six years, 73 percent of student credit hours attempted in college - level courses by ˲̈˴Я2̤015 New
Student Cohort were successfully completed (with a grade of A, B, C, or Pass) . This rate is two percentage
points lower than the statewide average (75%). As the chart on the left illustrates, at AWC females successfully
completed college - level courses at a higher rate (75%) than their male counterparts (71%).
Equity gaps are also apparent when college - level course success rates are analyzed by race and ethnicity
(see chart on right) . In particular, Blacks/African Americans and learners of unknown race or ethnicity
successfully passed college - level courses at lower rates than their Hispanic/ LatinX and White peers . Results are
not shown for races/ethnicities with Ns too small to report .
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